we shall also consider the strictly related problem of the Gevrey local solvability, already discussed in Ro dino [ 6] . Our arguments will be microlocal in a small conic neighborhood F of a point (xo , ^o) e S2 X (3R \0);
we shall consequently refer to the factor-space of the s-microfunctions in F
where f ^' g means that F H WF (f-g)=0 .
0
Let us consider a classical analytic pseudo dif ferential operator P=p(x,D) with symbol
efined in aconic neighborhood of (xo,?o). We shall assume the principal part p (x,S) satisfies for s<m e integer k ^2 the following condition k (1) we may write p (x,S) =q ,(x,S) ai (x,^)
, whein m-K --e q (x ^) is an elliptic symbol homogeneous m-J^. of order m-k , and the first order symbol ai(x,S) is real valued and of principal type, i.e, d .; ai(x,^) never vanishes and it is not x, S parallel to ^ S, dx, on
This is equivalent to s-y that our o• l oern/'fco3^ ? c^.n 'be reduced, by conjugation with analytic Fourier integral operators and multiplication by elliptic factors, to
the form
The hypothesis (1) is sufficient to conclude non-ana lytic hypoellipticity of P and propagation of the analytic wave front set along the bicharacteristic strips associated to P (see Bony-Shapira [ 1 ] ) , whe reas to obtain a similar result in the C category it is necessary to add the so-called Levi condition on the lower order terms (see Chazarain [ 3 ] ) . A natu ral interpolation of these results can be expressed in the frame of the Gevrey classes under the following P-Levi condition, 0 <p <1 :
(2) Let A be a classical analytic ps, aiff^o-^fi-pn-hnŵ hose principal symbol is given by the function ai(x,S) in ( 1 ) ; then P can be written in the ]^ k-n "" form P = 2 Q. A J , where Q. , j = 0 , . . . , k , dre classical analytic pseudo differential operators of order < m-k +Pj.
If in (2) we set p =0 , we obtain the standard C Levi condition; in the other limit case P =1, nothing is imposed on the lower order terms.
An operator P satisfying (1) and (2) is microlocal
ly equivalent to the model
here the Q. , j =1,...,k, are here classical analytic pseudo differential operators of order <pj. (1) , (2) ) .
Then^ taking a sufficiently small neighborhood F of (xo ,So ) :
There exists v EM (F) with Pu= 0 and WF y=7o.
For the proof we may refer to the model ( 3 ) ; its stu dy can be further reduced to that of the first order operator:
where X(x,D ) is a k X k-matrix of pseudo differen x -tial operators of order ^p . We then construct two matrices B'
1 ", B~ of linear maps from M (F) to g M (F) , one inverse of the other, which are s-microlocal and satisfy 
We shall illustrate the new phenomena which may occur by arguing on the model ( 4 ) . For sake of simplicity, we shall suppose here X(x,D ) is a scalar operator x with symbol X(x,S) = X (x,S') + Xo (x,^) , where X (x,^') is homogeneous of order p , 0<p < 1 , with respect to S'= (?,... ^ ) and i n-1
Xo(x,^) is a classical analytic symbol of order zero. Our arguments will be microlocal in a neighborhood of a point (xo,So) with ^o= (S'rO) .
For the operator In fact, a parometrix P' of P can be easily con- 
The theorem is proved in Rodino [ 6] .n (P v -v) =nP u-nv=nv=o
in fthe same neighborhood.
If we limit ourselves to the local point of view, the proceeding shows that for 1/p < s < °° the operator P is non-s-locally solvable at Xo=(0,0) , i. ility, we refer to Rodino [6] .
